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Background

❖ Since 2015, concerted efforts have been exerted at IP5 level to achieve 

progress for GD 5 priorities, but none of them has been officially completed yet.

❖ Given that these tasks have been launched as short-term tasks, to produce 

tangible results of the tasks as soon as possible and provide them to IP5 

Industries, it is desirable that the schedule of each task is established and 

shared with the industries.

❖ In addition, because identification of new GD tasks will require some complex 

procedures and a long time, a preemptive preparation for the end of current five 

GD priorities is needed by setting consideration factors and procedures.
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Proposal 1: Timeline for GD 5 Priorities

❖ Object

- To make a schedule for each task and share it with IP5 Industries

- To help the industries understand expected outcomes and procedure of each task

❖ Suggestion

- IP5 Offices establish “Timeline of Global Dossier 5 Priorities” document and share it 

with IP5 Industries

- The document includes “Predicted Main Products”, “Timeline”, and “Condition of Task 

Closure” of each task (Annex 1.)

❖ Procedures

- (12 March) To agree on establishment of “Timeline of Global Dossier 5 Priorities”

- (end of March) To fill the document (Annex 1) for each task and submit to KIPO

- (DH meeting, April) To share the drafted document and discuss

- (Heads meeting) To approve the document and share it with IP5 Industries



Proposal 2: Procedure for Identifying New GD Tasks

❖ Object

- To make a preemptive preparation for the end of current GD 5 priorities

- To set consideration factors and procedures and prevent the confusion when identifying 

new tasks

❖ Suggestion

- IP5 Offices establish “Procedures for Identifying New Global Dossier Tasks” document 

and share it with IP5 Industries

- The document includes “Consideration Factors”, “Procedures” for identifying New GD 

Tasks” and roles of IP5 Offices and Industries (Annex 2.)

❖ Procedures

- (12 March) To agree on establishment of “Procedures for Identifying New GD Task”

- (end of March) To submit each office’s opinion on the document and modify it

- (DH meeting, April) To share the drafted document and discuss

- (Heads meeting) To approve the document and share it with IP5 Industries



KIPO’s Requests

❖ KIPO would like to request opinion of each office on the following issues

- Establishment of “Timeline of Global Dossier 5 Priorities” and “Procedures for 

Identifying New Global Dossier Tasks” documents 

- Approval of the documents by IP5 Heads and share with IP5 Industries

- Procedures to make and share the documents

- Additional opinions on contents of the documents



Thank you!


